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SUMMARY 
A total of 78,449 wave observations from six sources, 
which vary widely in format duration, biases, and quality 
are compiled in this report (Figs. 1 and 2): 
a) Shipboard wave observations for a 1° Marsden Square 
116-subsquare 65 (14,580 observations during 12/48-12/73). 
b) Chesapeake Lightship wave observations (3977 obser-
vations during 1/70-12/72). 
c) Coastal Engineering Research Center-Coast Guard 
Cooperative Surf Observation Program (25,338 observations 
during 4/54-12/65). : 
d) Virginia Beach wave gage ( 6, 354 observations during 
4/64-10/69). 
e) Virginia Institute of Marine Science-Coastal 
Engineering Research Center Voluntary Wave Observer Program 
(1882 observations during 6/74-8/76). 
f) Hindcasted wave (SMB by Saville, 1954) for Chesapeake 
Light (26,260 wave computations during 1/48-12/50). 
The principal descriptor of wave height used here is the 
"significant wave height", which is defined as the average 
height of the highest 33% of the waves occurring during a 
particular sampling period. 
Conclusions resulting from the thorough synthesis and 
comparison of these wave data are: 
1. 
1) After evaluation of the limitations and biases of all 
the above listed data sources, the Virginia Beach wave gage 
data is determined to be the most reliable, useful and 
representative source for delineating the nearshore wave 
climatology for the proposed Dam Neck Ocean Outfall. 
2) Only a slight seasonality of wave height and direction 
is indicated by the six data sources: 
a) The mean wave heights during the summer (April-
August) are lower than waves during the winter. (September-
March) by about 0.1 to 1.5 feet depending on the source. 
b) The dominant direction of waveapproach is from 
the Southeast and East during the summer and from the 
Northeast and East during the winter. 
3) Wave periods are unreliable for all sources but the 
gage, because all the observed wave period data show large 
apparent biases towards lower wave periods and lack any 
apparent trends. 
4) The mean wave heights of the six data sources show a 
landward decrease, which would be expected for waves traveling 
across the shelf, lending credence to the data and this 
synthesis. 
5) The extreme wave climate constructed from the Virginia 
Beach gage data (located at a depth of 20 feet) is: 
a) 68% of all significant wave heights (Hs) were less 
than 4.2 feet and 99.7% were less than 9.5 feet. 
2. 
b) The highest significant height measured at the 
gage during the period of record was Hs = 11.5 feet. 
c) The highest significant wave height likely to 
occur in the Virginia Beach, Dam Neck area, in 27 years, 
extrapolated from a frequency of occurrence curve, was 
determined to be Hs = 13.5 feet. 
6) From previous wave refraction data, comparisons of 
nearshore and offshore wave data sources, previous storm 
occurrences, and gage characteristics, it is determined 
that the data recorded at the Virginia Beach wave gage is 
representative of wave events which are likely to occur 
adjacent to Dam Neck in 30 feet of water. Thus, monthly 
summaries of these data are presented in the Appendix, as 
a further aid to the engineer. 
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DELINEATION OF A WAVE CLIMATE 
FOR 
DAM NECK, VIRGINIA BEACH, VIRGINIA 
by 
Andrew L. Gutman 
December 1976 
PREFACE 
This report has been prepared at VIMS under contract 
with Malcolm Pirnie Engineers, Inc., Newport News, Virginia, 
by Andrew L. Gutman under the supervision of Dr. Victor 
Goldsmith and Dr. Robert J. Byrne, in response to a request 
for detailed wave information to be used by others in planning 
a proposed sewage ocean outfall pipeline and diffuser to be 
located off Dam Neck, Virginia. These wave data will be use-
ful for the design of the outfall structure, as well as 
optimal utilization of construction vessels during the 
emplacement of the outfall pipe. 
The data and results presented in this report are derived 
from information supplied by several sources: 
1) N.O.A.A. Environmental Data Service provided ship-
board and Chesapeake Lightship wave data. 
2) The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Coastal Engineering 
Research Center provided the wave data from the Virginia 
Beach Gage, the Cooperative Surf Observation Program, and the 
VIMS-CERC Voluntary Surf Observer Program. 
9. 
3) The SMB Hindcast wave data comes from the Beach 
Erosion Board (now C.E.R.C.) T.M. #55 by Thorndike Saville 
Jr., (1954). 
4) Storm data was provided by W.S. Richardson of the 
Techniques Development Lab., u.s. Weather Service (N.O.A.A.) 
and the Norfolk Station National Weather Service office. 
A.E. DeWall and E. Thompson of CERC were particularly 
helpful in supplying wave data. 
Robert Gregory assisted in the computations. 
10. 
DATA SOURCES AND METHODS 
DESCRIPTION. OF.WAVES 
If an observer is given the task of visually describing 
the wave height and/or wave period on the ocean surface or 
at the shoreline, the difficulties of estimation soon become 
apparent. The reason the exact specification of the wave 
height and period is difficult is that the sea surface, at 
any given time or place, is composed of many different wave 
"trains" with different heights and periods. Furthermore, 
each of these component waves is moving at a different speed 
so that the faster components move through the slower ones. 
The result is that the sea surface is always confused. The 
problem the observer faces is to characterize the confusion 
in some meaningful and internally consistent fashion. 
Research on ocean waves indicates that the distribution 
of wave heights passing a point do conform, more or less, 
with known statistical distributions. As a result it has 
been possible to estimate various characteristics of these 
distributions. A schematic representation of a frequency 
distribution of wave heights passing an observation point 
over some short time interval is shown in Figure ld. Also 
shown is some of the parameters useful in engineering work. 
In particular we will make use of H113 and Hl/lO' H113 (=Hs) 
is called the "significant wave height" and it is defined as 
the average of the waves in the upper 33% of the distribution. 
11. 
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In addition to these parameters the significant wave period, 
Ts, is considered. This is generally a semi-subjective 
average period of the most prominent waves. 
Of the data sources previously listed only the recording 
wave gage data can be formally treated to obtain Hs and Ts. 
The other data sources gives visually estimated values of Hs. 
Experience has shown that an observer at sea, when estimating 
wave heights, estimates a value close to Hs. These parameters 
are discussed further in later sections. 
COOPERATIVE SURF OBSERVATION PROGRAM 
25,338 wave observations were accumulated between 4/54-
12/65 at Virginia Beach in this Coast Guard-Coastal Engineering 
Research Center Project. In this program Ts was estimated by 
counting the time of passage of eleven wave crests (10 complete 
breakers) and then dividing by ten. Significant wave height 
(Hs) was estimated by recording the average height of the 
highest third of the breakers. Wave direction was recorded 
as the direction from which the most prominent waves were 
coming just before they broke. Observations were taken every 
four hours, recorded on coded forms and then sent to CERC. 
A sample form complete with instructions for the wave observer 
is included in the appendix to this report. 
Table 1 outlines the many problems associated with such 
an observation program. It is concluded that this data should 
be only applied in the Virginia Beach area and the data should 
12. 
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not be used to determine structural design. However, the data 
is 'useful in that it represents an unusually long period of 
record and can be used in conjunction with other, more seaward, 
data. 
VIRGINIA INSTITUTE OF MARINE SCIENCE-COASTAL ENGINEERING RESEARCH 
CENTER VOLUNTARY WAVE OBSERVER PROGRAM 
Some 1,882 wave observations along the coast from Virginia 
Beach, Virginia to Currituck Light, North Carolina were gathered. 
between January, 1975 and August, 1976 at ten locations (Fig. 1). 
Estimates of significant wave height and period were determined 
as described for the COSOP Program (above). However, observa-
tions were not taken every four hours but on a daily basis, 
usually five days/week Monday through Friday. In addition, data 
was derived along the coast at 10 separate locations at highly 
sporadic intervals, as opposed to one location for the COSOP 
Program (Figure 2). 
As indicated in Table 1, these data are of little use in 
delineating a wave climate of use for engineering design and 
planning. It does, however, provide some estimate of the long 
shore variation of wave energy along the coast. 
A sample form complete with instructions for the wave 
observer is included in the appendix to this report. 
SHIP WAVE OBSERVATIONS 
Wave information stored on magnetic tape by N.O.A.Ao 
Environmental Data Service for Marsden one degree subsquare 
13. 
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SS-65 within Marsden 1° degree square 116 (Fig. 1) adjacent 
to the study area consisted of 14,580 observations accumulated 
during 12/48-12/73. 
Shipboard wave observers (NOAA, 1964) are instructed to 
select a patch of foam or similar floating material, and 
divide the elapsed time of passage of ten or fifteen wave 
crests through the foam by the number of crests, to estimate 
a wave period. Wave height is determined by comparison to 
a known object on the ship. It is assumed that these esti-
mates represent significant wave height and period. Shipboard 
wave observers are generally untrained and often rely on 
experience rather than actual time or height measurements to 
estimate the wave parameters. 
Thompson and Harris (1972) have discussed errors involved 
with shipboard wave observations (see Table 1). As with all 
observer programs, much error and bias must be assumed when 
interpreting the data. Nevertheless, shipboard wave obser-
vations fill a gap by providing a deepwater wave climatology. 
As will be shown here, when compared with measured waves, 
these observations appear to be quite reasonable. 
CHESAPEAKE LIGHTSHIP 
Three years (1/70-12/72) and a total of 3917 wave obser-
vations are available on magnetic tape from N.O.A.A. Environmental 
Data Service (Asheville, N.C.) for the Chesapeake Lightship. The 
lightship is located in forty feet of water off the entrance to 
14. 
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the Chesapeake Bay. Data is collected in the same manner as 
outlined above for the ship observation program and therefore 
the same limitations and errors associated with this program 
apply to the Chesapeake Lightship wave data (see Table 1). 
The Chesapeake Lightship data is of value because it 
provides a wave climatology for inner shelf water depths, 
between the near shore and the deep water wave observation 
programs. 
SMB HINDCAST DATA FOR CHESAPEAKE BAY ENTRANCE 
26,260 wave observations for Chespeake Bay Lightship 
position were hindcasted with the Bretschneider revised 
Sverdrup-Munk's method using U.S. Weather Bureau maps for 
the three year period 1948-1950 by Thorndike Saville, Jr., 
of the Beach Erosion board (Saville, 1954). Fetch and wind • 
speed and direction were determined from North America 
Surface Synoptic charts at six hour intervals. Significant 
wave heights and periods were computed using the SMB method 
and compiled by height, period, and direction on a monthly 
and yearly basis. 
The SMB is a simple empirical model for hindcasting 
deep water significant waves. Shallow water wave parameters 
must be determined by using wave refraction across the shelf. 
Results from such a simple model must be applied with caution 
(see Table 1). The SMB method is useful to the coastal engi-
neer because wave parameters, especially for extreme wave 
15. 
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events, can be determined with a minimum of time and data. 
However, their results do not always agree with other data 
(Goldsmith, et al., 1974). 
VIRGINIA BEACH WAVE GAGE 
Of all the data presented in this report those from the 
wave gage should be considered the most reliable. A step 
resistance gage operated by the Coastal Engineering Research 
Center (U.S. Army Corps of Engineers) between 1/64-10/69 was· 
located on the 15th street fishing pier in 20 feet of water. 
Due to repairs, instrument failure, and natural and unnatural 
destruction some months are missing from the 5~ year record. 
Summaries for the Virginia Beach Gage which indicate the months 
the gage was operative, are included in the appendix to this 
report. 
A step resistance gage uses electrical contact points along 
a staff to sense water surface elevation. It appears (Esteva 
and Harris, 1970) that the SR gage estimates wave heights 20% 
greater than other gage types for high waves and about one foot 
too high for low and moderate wave conditions. Run up inside 
the H-Beam that supports the gage and biological fouling appear 
to account for the higher estimates of wave height from a step 
resistance gage. 
During the period of operation for the Virginia Beach gage 
CERC changed methods for recording and analysis of wave data. 
Between 1965-1968 pen and ink records were used while since 
1..6. 
November, 1968 signals from the wave gage were sent automat-
ically over telephone lines and converted to digital records. 
Only a brief outline of CERC procedures for analysis of pen 
and ink and digital wave records follow. A more detailed 
description can be found in Harris (1970) or Thompson and 
Harris (1975). 
Wave period templates were used to estimate the period 
of the higher heights and more uniform waves from pen and 
ink records. By dividing the length of a record by the 
period, the number of waves in the record can be estimated. 
From this a semi-objective procedure is used, based on the 
assumption that wave heights conform to a Rayleigh distri-
bution function, to determine the rank 'n' of a wave which 
theoretically will have a height equal to the significant 
wave height. The height of this 'n'th highest wave is 
measured and constitutes the observation of significant 
wave height for that six hour period. 
After November, 1968, the Virginia Beach gage wave 
records were recorded digitally and analysed by computer. 
This analysis procedure uses a wave spectrum to determine 
the wave parameters. Since a wave record will contain 
individual waves of varying height and period, a wave 
spectrum better represents a field of waves. Based on the 
assumptions that the wave heights can conform to a Rayleigh 
distribution and that the sea is represented by a narrow 
17. 
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band of energy spectrum, the significant wave height has been 
defined as four times the standard deviation of the record. 
The significant wave period is defined as the period of 
maximum energy density for the computed energy spectrum. 
A wave climatology determined from the Virginia Beach 
gage should be reliable within the limitations imposed by 
the wave gage (see Table 1) for nearshore coastal engineering 
design and planning; however, wave direction is not measured. 
18. 
DATA PRESENTATION AND USAGE BY THE ENGINEER 
This wave climate has been prepared from an unusually 
large and varied data base. Wherever possible the data 
from all sources is presented in a unified format. However, 
the following differences in methodology amongst the various 
programs hinders this effort: 
a) Wave heights and periods are often. grouped in 
different intervals and units. For example, COSOP wave 
heights are recorded in one foot intervals, the wave gage 
data in ~ foot intervals and the ship observation data is 
listed in 1~ meter intervals. 
b) Periods of sampling differ (Figure 2). 
c) Methods of observation differ. 
d) Virginia Beach gage lacks wave direction data. 
e) Directional data is recorded in both 8 (COSOP) and 
12 point (Ship Observations, Chesapeake Lightship, SMB 
calculations) compass directions. 
The reader is advised to keep these differences in mind 
while reviewing the data presented in the following figures 
and tables. 
TABLES 
Table 1 lists errors and limitations associated with 
each data source. 
Tables 2-5 are summaries for each directional data 
source of significant wave height and direction expressed 
19. 
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as percent of observations for the entire length of record. 
Direction refers to the compass points from which the waves 
approach. Height and direction intervals vary among the 
tables. 
Table 6 is a summary of significant wave height and 
period for forty-five months of Virginia Beach wave gage 
data expressed as percent of total observations. This 
compilation represents a summary of both pen and ink and 
digital (see methods section) data. No calm conditions 
(CERC procedure) are included in this summary. 
Tables 7 and 8 list the average (~/n) seasonal signif-
icant wave heights (meters) and periods (seconds) for each 
season. Winter is considered December-March; Spring is 
considered April-May; Summer is June-September; and Fall 
is October-November. N.O.A.A. Environmental Data Service 
(which provided most of the data) uses this particular 
grouping; therefore, in an effort to standardize format 
of presentation, all data has been grouped this way. As 
discussed later in the section on seasonality, this may 
not be the best possible format for this area. 
The ± standard deviation of each average Hs and Ts, 
a measure of the dispersion of individual observations 
about the mean value is presented as 
cr = J L:x2 - (~) 2 /n o 
n-1 
---
Tables 9-12 list seasonal average percentages of wave 
height by direction expressed as percent of total observations. 
The last row for each season lists the percent of waves from 
each direction greater than, or equal to, either five feet 
(SMB and COSOP data) or three meters (ship observations and 
Chesapeake Light). This value is simply the sum of each 
direction column for waves above three meters or five fee.t. 
Table 13 lists the duration in hours of waves in the 
entire Virginia Beach gage record which exceeded a signif-
icant wave height of nine feet. Only the months during which 
these highest waves occurred are listed. For each of the 
three significant wave heights (9.5', 10.5', and 11.5'), there 
are listed the computations corresponding to Hl/lO (the average 
of the highest 10% waves), and Hmax (the highest anticipated 
wave height). Most wave records are expressed in significant 
wave height. Therefore, parameters such as Hl/lO and Hmax 
must be calculated based on the assumption that wave heights 
conform to the Rayleigh distribution. Hl/lO and Hmax are 
calculated according to the relations; Hl/lO = 1.28 Hs and 
Hmax = 1.77 Hs, after Longuet-Higgins (1952). 
For the Virginia Beach gage, each of the measurements 
are made every six hours and is considered statistically 
representative of a duration of six hours. In order to 
determine the duration in hours for each listed wave height, 
the percent of observations for the given height was multi-
plied by six and by the total number of observations. 
21. 
Table 14 lists the tropical and extratropical storms 
which occurred during the period of record for the Virginia 
Beach gage. The term storm (extratropical) was defined by · 
Richardson (personal communication) as having a storm surge 
of.two feet or greater at a tidal gage, which in this area, 
was at Hampton Roads, Virginia. The Virginia Beach wave gage 
record is missing during only two of these storms, one of 
which occurred five days following another storm which had 
destroyed the gage. Wind speeds and directions are from the 
Norfolk Weather Station located at the Norfolk Regional 
Airport. The speed associated with each storm represents the 
highest wind (m.p.h.) that lasted for over one minute, during 
the storm. The wave heights associated with each storm from 
the Virginia Beach gage are then listed. Again as in Table 
13, Hl/lO and Hmax are calculated values (after Longuet-
Higgins, 1952). 
Tropical storm data is compiled identically as for 
extratropical storms except that storm names are also listed. 
Table 15 is a compilation of wave refraction data avail-
able from the VIMS-VSWCM (Virginia Sea Wave Climate Model) 
data bank (Goldsmith, et al., 1974). The data summarizes 
changes in deep water waves (H0 = 6 feet) as they cross the 
shelf between 30 and 20 feet of water for eight and ten second 
waves from the Northeast, East, and Southeast. Wave height 
for six to ten wave rays (see Figures 14-20) refracting into 
22. 
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shore between Dam Neck and Virginia Beach were averaged* in 
about 20 and 30 feet of water. 
In general, Dam Neck is an area of relatively low wave 
energy from the northeast waves (due to extensive refraction· 
by the Virginia Beach Massif), and is an area of wave energy 
concentration for southeast, and to a lesser extent east, 
waves (see discussion in Goldsmith, et al., 1974, p. 37). 
Table 16 represents a compilation of the daily VIMS-
CERC volunteer wave observer data organized according to 
. ·location (between Virginia Beach, Virginia and Currituck 
BeachLight, North Carolina) and by season. It appears that 
the greatest wave heights occur in the summer months while 
the longest wave periods seem to occur during the fall. 
However, the data varies widely between observers (especially 
wave periods), and the seasonal differences for most observers 
are probably statistically non-significant. Thus, because of 
all the problems involved in data from untrained wave obser-
vers and irregular data collection, little credence should 
be given these wave data. 
·. ·kAn average height is used because the depth grid (O. 5 nm) 
employed in the Virginian Sea Wave Climate Model is too coarse 
·to ~e site· speci~ic for the proposed outfall site, and compu-
t~t~ons from a s~ngle ray could be misleading. 
23. 
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FIGURES 
Figures · la & lb & lc are maps showing the location of' . 
data sources and the proposed sewage outfall. 
,' •' 
Figure ld is a diagram which shows the percent of total 
number of waves in each wave height range and the location of 
Hs (H1; 3) and Hl/lO on the distribution. 
Figure 2 compares the lengths and dates of records, and 
presents the number of observations, measurements or computa-
tions for each data source. 
Figure 3 is a graphical comparison of the average signif-
. icant wave heights for each data source, by season, which are 
listed in Table 7. 
Figure 4 is a graphical comparison of the average signif-
icant periods for each data source, by season, which are listed 
in Table 8. 
Figure 5 is a represen·tation of monthly and seasonal 
significant wave heights (see Table 7 and Appendix) for the 
Virginia Beach gage. An envelope of one standard deviation 
which represents the dispersion of individual waves about the 
average monthly significant wave height is also represented 
in this figure. 68% of all waves for a given month have 
occurred within an envelope represented by + and - one standard 
deviation value. 
Figure 6 is identical to Figure 5 except that it repre-
sents the significant wave period. 
24. 
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Figure 7 represents the frequency (expressed in percent 
of total observations) with which waves higher than a given 
height have occurred during the period of record. Cumulative 
frequencies, with the 100% level set at waves greater than or 
equal tQ zero feet, are constructed from Tables 1-6, and then 
plotted on semi-log paper with these data points clearly shown. 
In following the curves to extreme heights (low frequencies), 
it should be remembered that the lines are visually extra-
polated and that data exists only for the points indicated. 
From this Figure and Figure 2 the frequency of occurrence 
in number/year of a particular significant wave height can 
be estimated. For example, from the COSOP curve it is seen 
that a wave height of 10 feet or greater occurred only .02% of 
the time during 4/54-12/65. Therefore, there are only .0002 x 
25,338 total observations or five wave observations over a 
height of ten feet. Since each observation is considered to 
represent four hours of record there were a total ·of 4 x 5 
or 20 hours of waves over ten feet between 4/54-12/65. Since 
this is 20/24 of a day and there are (25,338/6) days in the 
record, then wave heights above ten feet for the COSOP data 
occurred once in (20/24)/(25,338/6) = .83/4223 days or one 
day in 14.36 years, or one observation per 2.36 years. 
Figure 8 for the Virginia Beach gage is similar to 
Figure 6 but it also shows a curve calculated for Hl/lO from 
Hs. An example below demonstrates calculation in number/year 
of waves with Hs ~ 11 feet, or Hl/lO ~ 14 feet. 
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Hs ~ 11 feet occurs = .OS% 
Total # of observations = 6354 
#of observations ~ 11 feet= 3.18 
Duration ~ 11 feet = 3.18 x 6 
= 19.08 hours 
Number of days per year =(192.408)/(63454 .:..) 
Hs ~ 11 feet, Hl/lO ~ 14 feet = 1 day/5.4 years 
= 3.18 obs./1558 day 
= 1 observation/1.35 years 
Figures 9-14 are wave roses showing pictorially the 
percentage occurrence of waves of different height from 
each direction. The data is listed in Tables 2-5 and 9. 
Differences in rose format are necessary due to methods 
and categories of data collection. All waves from between 
195°-345° azimuth (0° is north) are neglected because the 
shoreline of interest in this report is oriented about 
north-south. The COSOP data is further reduced to seasonal 
wave roses (Table 9) to evaluate changes in nearshore direc-
tion of wave height and approach. 
Figure 15-20 (from Goldsmith, et al., 1974) are wave ray 
diagrams for 6 wave conditions in'the VIMS-NASA-LANGLEY 
Virginia Sea Wave Climate Model. Wave rays approaching the 
shoreline between Dam Neck and Virginia Beach were selected 
for the compilation of data in Table 15. 
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DISCUSSION 
VARIATIONS ACROSS THE ADJACENT CONTINENTAL SHELF 
This wave climate synthesis represents data derived from 
surf, shallow water, mid-water, and deep water wave conditions. 
As waves travel across this very wide and high relief shelf 
into shallow water they are· primarily affected by refraction, 
shoaling and bottom friction. Due to these effects, moni-
toring stations should detect at least two general changes 
in wave characteristics for waves traveling from deep to 
shallow water: 1) The angle of wave approach relative to 
the shoreline should progressively reduce (wave crests 
become increasingly parallel to the coast). 2) Wave heights 
will greatly decrease from friction, and either decrease or 
increase from refraction. Given all of the variability, 
unreliability, nonuniform sampling periods, and a large error 
associated with wave observers, it is completely surprising, 
but very gratifying to note that comparisons of wave sources 
which reflect different depths along the shelf actually do 
indicate these changes in wave characteristics (Tables 7, 8 
and Figures 3, 7). 
Wave Height 
The following conclusions, regarding changes in wave 
height distributions across the shelf in the Virginia Beach 
Area, were arrived at from comparisons of the various data 
presented in this report. 
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1) Deep water average significant wave heights are generally 
about two feet higher (SMB Hindcast, Chesapeake Lightship and 
Ship Observations) than the averages for shallow water condi-
tions (COSOP and Virginia Beach Gage). 
2) The largest average significant wave (see Figure 3) heights 
are associated with the hindcast data. Note also (see Tables 
2-5) that the percent greater than or equal to 10 feet (~ 3 
meters) is 6.8 for SMB hindcast while only 2.1% for ship and 
1.4% for the Chesapeake Lightship observations. These higher 
averages would be expected because of the simple assumptions 
of .the SMB computations, the avoidance of extreme conditions 
by. ships, and the evacuation of the lightship during extreme 
wave events, and the fact that only the SMB hindcasted wave 
observations are for strictly deep water conditions, since the 
Ship Wave Observations encompassed within the 1° square contain 
an unknown amount of wave data taken in depths less than "deep" 
water for the longer period waves. 
3) Ship observations in MS 116, SS-65 do not represent only 
deep water conditions, but instead a range of depths from deep 
to shallow. Due to 'this range, the average wave heights from 
ship data might be expected to conform to more mid-shelf 
conditions. The Chesapeake Lightship is anchored in the inner-
shelf (40 feet) and it is interesting to note that average 
significant wave heights for both sources are essentially the 
same, though winter values are higher and surmner values lower 
for the ship observations. 
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4) Since larger wave heights are associated with breaking waves 
(which are monitored by the shoreline COSOP program) than with 
nonbreaking waves, it is not surprising that average signifi-
cant wave heights are slightly higher for the COSOP data than 
the wave gage, even though the gage is located in 20 foot water 
depths. 
5) The frequency of occurrence of waves greater than a given 
height is, as would be expected, higher on the shelf than in 
nearshore water (see Figure 7). For example, waves greater 
than or equal to 10 feet had a frequency occurrence of only 
.2% in 20 feet of water (Virginia Beach gage), but 2% in 40 
feet of water (Chesapeake Lightship) and 7% in deep water (SMB 
hindcast). The frequency occurrence of waves greater than 
about five feet is slightly higher for the Virginia Beach gage 
than COSOP data. This difference is likely due to unequal 
sampling periods, that is the five years of gage record was 
.unusually stormy compared to the 20 years of COSOP record. 
In addition, COSOP observations often do not include extreme 
wave events while the gage does. Also, note the high standard 
deviations of both data sets in Table 7. 
Wave Period 
Analysis of wave period data receives little emphasis in 
this report because large differences in average wave periods 
exist between the data sources, differences which are not 
induced by waves traveling across the shelf but due to differ-
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ences in methodology and observer errors. For example, over 
99% of all observations from the Chesapeake Lightship recorded 
wave periods of five seconds and less, which probably indicates 
bias and error due to the observers and recording procedure, 
and not a dominance of 5 second waves. From Table 8, it is 
seen that the average significant wave periods range from five 
to ten seconds with no relation to depth induced changes. The 
only objective wave period information of use to the coastal 
engineer is available from wave gage records. This information 
is supplied in Table 6. 
There is, however, one trend apparent in Table 8, which 
explains the weaknesses in these data. The measured (Virginia 
Beach Gage) and computed waves (SMB) have the highest wave 
periods, approximately 8 to 10 seconds, respectively, for all 
seasons; whereas all other data (observed) is about 5 seconds. 
This is because when two superimposed wave trains occur, even 
the trained observer generally sees only the shorter period 
waves. In this area it is very corrnnon to have a local "sea" 
combined with a longer period swell produced by a distant 
storm. Evidently, most observers see only the local sea. Thus, 
only data measured by instruments, and statistically processed, 
will show the correct percentage of longer period waves. 
Wave Direction 
The anticipated changes in direction of approach of waves 
traveling across the shelf are well documented in this report. 
The dominant angle of approach relative to the shoreline, 
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decreases for monitoring stations in increasingly shallow water. 
Comparison of COSOP, Ship, and Chesapeake Lightship Observations 
show for increasingly nearshore conditions diminishing northerly . 
~ 
' 
and southerly components (wave crests perpendicular to shore) and 
increasing easterly components (wave crests parallel to shore). 
SEASONALITY 
Information regarding seasonal changes in wave character-
istics is important to coastal engineers trying to most 
efficiently and safely plan the use of construction vessels. 
The data presented in this report indicates changes, though 
small, in seasonal wave characteristics. According to Hayden 
(1975) annual cycles of wave climate exist along the east 
coast of the United States. For the Virginia Beach area, 
Hayden (1975) found a winter to summer transition data of April 
10, and a summer to winter transition at August 17, based on 
the same COSOP data presented in this report. 
Wave Height 
Figure 3 examines the seasonality of significant wave height 
for all wave sources. It is evident that these seasonal height 
averages are greater during the winter and fall, and lower during 
the spring and summer. The differences between summer and winter 
averages range from as little as .1 foot for the COSOP data to 
1.4 feet for the ship data. In any case, considering the large 
standard deviations, (Table 7) most differences are probably 
not important. 
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Figure 4 is an analysis of monthly data for the Virginia 
Beach gage, which is of most use, and the most reliable for 
nearshore coastal engineering. It is evident that the highest 
significant average heights occur between September-October and 
December-March with the lowest between April-August. Given a 
standard deviation (dashed line) of about 1.5 feet, this average 
seasonal difference of .4 feet between summer and winter should 
be regarded as being unimportant. Although there is a slightly 
higher probability of 4 foot waves during the winter than 
summer at Virginia Beach, it should be noted that 68% (± 1st 
deviation) of all waves during all months had significant wave 
heights less than 4.2 feet (Hl/lO = 5.1 foot). From Table ·13 
it is seen that 99.7% of all waves during all months were less 
than Hs of 9.5 feet (Hl/lO of 12.2 foot). If Hs = 9.5 feet is 
of no concern to the coastal engineer, than seasonality should 
be of no concern. However, twice as many waves over 5 feet 
occurred between December and March (5.4%) than between April-
August (2.2%), though in either case, the total number was 
small. 
Figure 3 also compares seasonal and monthly average signif-
icant wave heights. The data clearly shows that the use by NOAA 
(see discussion of Tables 7 & 8) of seasonal groupings which 
include September as a summer month is not a good practice for 
this area. September average significant wave heights are as 
large as those for the winter months. This conclusion confirms 
Hayden's data of winter to summer transition during August. 
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~rJ'ave Direction 
The direction of wave approach changes between #inter and 
summer months. Figures 10 & 11, depicting data presented in 
Table 9, show the predominance of Southeast and Easterly compo-
nents during the summer, and Northeast and Easterly components 
during the winter for nearshore wave conditions (COSOP data). 
REPRESENTATIVENESS OF VIRGINIA BEACH GAGE WAVE DATA 
For nearshore coastal engineering design and planning, a 
wave gage supplies the most reliable and objective wave clima-
tology available. However, application of these gage data is 
limited by two critical issues: 1) The period of record for 
the gage (4/64-10/69) may not represent typical wave conditions, 
but instead abnormally calm or stormy periods; 2) The location 
and depth of the gage may not reflect conditions at the exact 
location of the proposed structure. These problems are dis-
cussed below. 
1) As noted in the first section describing the design 
of the Virginia Beach gage, data from a step resistant gage 
is a conservative estimate of wave height distributions. 
2) Data collected by W.S. Richardson at Techniques 
Development Lab of the U.S. Weather Service between 1957-
1969 indicate that there were an average of three extratropical 
storms per year. Table 14 lists the occurrence of tropical 
and extratropical storms during the period of operation of the 
Virginia Beach gage. There were 16 extratropical storms over 
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a five year period, or an average of 3 storms/year. There 
were also a number of intense storms during the same period 
(e.g., 1/16/65, 11/9/68, 3/1/69). 
3) Table 14 also lists tropical storms during the period 
of record of the gage from data compiled by the Norfolk Weather 
Station. The storms listed do not represent the most intense 
hurricanes of the century, but only extratropical events of 
average intensity. 
4) Comparisons such as Figures 3 & 7 demonstrate that 
the average significant wave heights from the wave gage data 
fit well into the range of values expected due to waves cross-
ing the shelf. 
5) a. Table 15 summarizes the data available in the VIMS 
Virginian Sea Wave Climate Model Data Bank (Goldsmith, et al., 
1974) of the changes in wave height due to refraction, shoaling 
and friction between deep water and depths of 30 to 20 feet 
for a variety of wave directions and periods. The data presented 
is for an average of 6 to 10 rays reaching the Virginia Beach 
to Dam Neck area. From Table 15 it is seen that these wave 
heights change an average of only .1 foot between a depth of 
20 and 30 feet while passing over this shelf area. 
b. The alongshore variation in wave heights between 
6 to 10 wave rays is negligible. 
6) Except for a very limited number of waves the gage 
located in 20 feet of water measures only nonbreaking waves 
(see following section). 
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From the above discussion it can be concluded that forty-
five months of data recorded by a gage located in 20 feet of 
water at Virginia Beach is directly applicable to conditions 
at Dam Neck in 30 feet of water at the proposed depth of the 
diffuser section, subject to detailed wave refraction studies. 
EXTREME WAVE CLIMATE 
The magnitude and frequency of occurrence of extreme wave 
events determine the design of many marine structures. Near-
shore wave gages provide the most reliable recorded data for 
construction of extreme wave climates. Tables 13 & 14, and 
Figure 7 & 8 summarize the m6st pertinent extreme wave data. 
The highest significant wave height (H ) which occurred 
s 
during the entire period of record of the Virginia Beach was 
11.5 feet. However, given the definition of H we know that 
s 
waves above 11.5 feet occurred. During the 19 hours of meas-
ured Hs = 11.5 feet a number of waves up to 14.7 feet (Hl/lO) 
and a very small number of waves up to 20.4 feet (H ) could 
max 
be expected. During the entire record of the gage the highest 
wave likely to have occurred was 20.4 feet, but only very few 
(less than ten) isolated waves would reach this height. 
It is of interest to the coastal engineer whether or not 
waves will be breaking over the proposed structure. Munk (1949) 
established the relation: 
= 1. 28 
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where Db - water depth at breaking 
where Hb = water height at breaking 
This relation provides a rough idea of the limiting height 
or depth of breaking waves. No recorded H or H . would have 
s 1/10 
broken at the gage while the Hmax recorded was probably just 
. beginning· to break. A storm condition with 20 foot waves might 
be expected to be accompanied by a storm surge of several feet 
which at high tide could increase the water depth at the gage 
to 26 feet. Thus, the rare Hmax of 20.4 feet would just break 
at this 26 foot depth. Therefore, the Virginia Beach gage 
... recorded exclusively nonbreaking waves, with, only a few excep-
tions (less than 10). 
On the other hand in 30 feet of water, the depth of the 
propo'sed diffuser' (or 36 feet in a severe storm) no waves 
• which were recorded by the Virginia Beach gage would have been 
breaking waves. 
The extreme wave climate presented in this report is lim-
ited by the length of record. Between 1964 and 1969 no waves 
of H over 11.5 feet were observed. This does not necessarily 
s 
mean that no waves with higher significant wave heights will 
·occur at the proposed site. For example, a significant wave 
height greater than 11.5 feet might have occurred during the 
· 1962 Ash Wednesday storm, the 100 year storm. Anticipated 
wave heights for such a storm could be estimated using wave 
hindcasting and refraction techniques. 
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However, extrapolation of Figure 8 to low frequencies of 
occurrence seems justifiable from the comparison of the Virginia 
Beach gage curve with longer record curves such as the ship 
data. Extrapolated to the .01 percent level, a wave height Hs = 
13.5, Hl/lO = 17.28 and. a Hmax = 23.9 feet might be expected to 
occur one day in 27 years. Therefore this extrapolated wave 
height distribution might be a better estimate of the extreme 
wave height that is likely to occur in the Virginia Beach Dam 
Neck area than the shorter period measured waves. The fact that 
the gage design itself promotes conservative height estimates 
supports this conclusion. 
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WAVE SOURCES 
COAST GUARD-CERC COOPERATIVE 
SURF OBSERVATION PROGRAM at 
Virginia Beach C. G. Station 
VIMS-CERC VOLUNTARY WAVE 
OBSERVER PROGRAM at 10 
Locations along the Coast 
VIRGINIA BEACH WAVE GAGE 
TABLE 1. 
ERRORS & LIMITATIONS 
1) Surf zone conditions only 
2) Waves fully affected by: 
a. Refraction 
b. Bottom friction 
c. Wave· breaking 
3) Site specific with respect 
to longshore variations of 
wave energy 
4) Data often lacking for 
ext~eme events (CERC 
1973) . ' 
5) Observer bias and errors 
6) Observations at unknown 
tidal stage 
APPLICATION SITE SPECIFIC AND SHOULD NOT 
BE USED FOR SPECIFIC STRUCTURAL DESIGN 
1) Surf zone conditions only 
2) Waves fully affected by: 
a. Refraction 
b. Bottom friction 
c. Wave breaking 
3) Data usually lacking for 
extreme events 
4) Observer bias and errors 
5) Short duration of record 
6) One observation per day 
and 5/week 
7) Untrained observers 
8) Many sites along coast 
9) Observations at unknown 
tidal stage 
APPLICATIO~ ONLY TO ESTIMATE LONGSHORE 
VARIATION OF WAVE ENERGY 
1) Nearshore conditions 
2) Wave affected by: 
a. Refraction 
b. Bottom friction 
3) Non-directional record 
4) Overestimate of height due 
to gage type 
5) Incomplete record 
6) Two methods of recording and 
analyses 
. 7) Site specific 
MOST RELIABLE AND PRECISE INFORMATlON SEA-
WARD OF BREAKERS UNDER ALL CONDITIONS FOR 
NEARSHORE DESIGN AND PLANNING PROBLEMS 
Table 1. (cont.) 
WAVE SOURCES ERRORS & LIMITATIONS 
CHESAPEAKE LIGHTSHIP 
OBSERVATIONS 
SHIPBOARD WAVE OBSERVATIONS 
SMB HINDCAST COMPUTATIONS 
1) Inner shelf (40 ft. depths) 
conditions 
2) Ambiguity and errors with 
coding of data 1 
3) Unreliable wave observers 1 
4) Evacuated during extreme 
events 
5) Short duration of record 
PROVIDES A WAVE CLIMATOLOGY, ALTHOUGH NOT 
PRECISE FOR MIDDEPTH CONDITIONS 
1) 
2) 
3) 
4) 
Deep water conditions 
Data grouped from many 
locations and depths 
Ambiguity and errors due to 
coding of data 
Unreliable, untrained wave 
observers 
5) Ships avoid extreme wave 
events 
PROVIDES A WAVE CLIMATOLOGY, ALTHOUGH NOT 
PRECISE FOR DEEP WATER CONDITIONS 
1) Assume deep water conditions 
360° around site 
2) Simple model used to generate 
the wave parameters 
3) Short perLod of record· 
4) Changing metereological 
conditions since sample 
period (1948-1950) 
5) Appears to give highest % of 
larger wave heights, and 
therefore may be biased towards 
extreme events 
PROVIDES A SIMPLE, ALTHOUGH NOT PRECISE 
ESTIMATE OF WAVE CONDITIONS FOR DEEP WATER 
Table 2. 
CO SOP 4/54-12/65 
Average Percentages for Significant 
Wave Heights (rows) by Direction (columns) 
North NE East SE South sw West NW Total 
0-1 .00 .02 ;16 .06 .00 .00 .00 .00 .24 
1-2 .02 5.04 18.72 12.79 .00 .00 .00 .00 36.58 
2~3 .01 8.80 17.70 13.99 .03 .00 .00 .00 40.53 
3-4 .00 6.34 5.77 3.98 .00 .00 .00 .00 16.10 
4-5 .00 2.51 1.26 . 64 .00 .00 .00 .00 4.41 .. 
5-6 .00 .91 .41 .09 .00 .00 .00 .00 1.41 
6-7 .01 .34 .18 .08 .00 .00 .00 .00 . 60 
7-8 .00 .03 .02 .03 .oo .00 .00 .00 .07 
8-9 .00 .02 .00 .02 .00 .00 .00 .00 .04 
9-10 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 
lo+ .00 .00 .01 .00 .00 .00 .00 ~00 .02 
100.00 
Total .04 24.00 44.23 31.68 .04 .01 .00 .00 100.00 
% ~s .01 1.30 .61 .22 0 0 0 0 2.14 
feet 
Table 3. 
CHESAPEAKE LIGHTSHIP 1/70-12/72 
·· Average Percentages for Significant 
Wave Heights (rows) by Direction (columns) 
345°-15° 15°-45° 45°-75° 75°-105° 105°-135° 135°-165° 165°-195° Total 
---- ---
< 1 2.18 4.23 3.25 3. 73. 5.2 5.93 4.85 29.37 
1-1.5 3.85 7.7 6.38 7.93 .6.78 7.58 3.95 44.17 
2-2.5 .31 1.3 1.28 . 75 .6 .38 .38 5.0 
3-3.5 .1 .58 .15 .33 .03 .OS .OS 1.29 
4-5.5 • OS 0 0 .03 .03 0 0 .11 
6-7.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
8-9.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
> 9.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Total 6.485 13.08 11.05 12.75 12.63 13.93 9.23 79.94 
% ::::: 3 meters .15 .58 .15 .36 . 06 • OS • OS 1.40 
Table 4. 
SHIP OBSERVATIONS 12/48-12/72 
Average Percentages for Significant 
Wave Heights (rows) by Direction (columns) 
345°-15° 15°-45° 45°-75° 75°-105° 105°-135° . 135°-165 ° 165°-195° Total 
< 1 2.78 2.98 3.25 3.03 2.48 4.23 4.48 23.23 
1-1.5 4.7 3.8 4.96 4.03 2.48 4.03 3.83 27.83 
2-205 1.23 1.2 1.2 .5 .35 .43 .53 5.44 
3-3.5 .35 .4 .33 .18 .04 .13 .1 1.53 
4-5.5 . 06 .1 .21 . 06 .03 0 .05 .5 
6-7.5 0 .06 .01 0 0 0 0 .07 
8-9.5 0 .01 .01 0 0 0 0 .02 
> 9.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Total 9.12 8.55 9.97 7.8 5.38 8.82 8.99 58.62 
% ;;:: 3 meters .41 .5 .54 .24 .07 .13 .15 2.1 
Table 5. 
S:MB HINDCAST 1/48-12/50 
Average Percentages for Significant 
Wave Heights (rows) by Direction (columns) 
North NNE NE ENE East ESE SE SSE South Total 
.5- 2 0 0 8.16 17.66 8.57 1.93 1.31 .65 .46 38.74 
2- 4 0 .03 5.83 12.94 5.10 1.71 1. 23 .70 .62 28.16 
4- 6 0 .12 2.86 7.28 2.34 1.03 .73 .35 .14 14.85 
6- 8 .01 0 2.05 3.50 1.11 .44 .34 .23 .14 7.91 
. 8-10 0 .13 1.12 1.40 .72 .35 .34 .11 .09 4.26 
10-12 0 0 ~62 . 73 .40 .08 .20 .11 .lO 2.24 
12-14 0 .12 .62 .43 .15 .18 .11 0 .03 1.64 
14-16 0 0 .37 .34 . 05 .06 . 05 .02 0 .89 
16-18 0 .01 .20 .11 .03 .03 .02 0 .02 .42 
18-20 0 0 .14 .11 .05 .02 .02 0 0 .32 
20-25 0 .02 .15 .15 . 05 0 .02 . o5· 0 .44 
25-30 0 .01 .04 .09 0 0 0 0 0 .14 
·Total .01 .44 21.16 44.74 18.53 5.83 4.37 2.22 1. 6 . 100.01 
% ~ 10 feet 0 .16 2.4 5.8 .69 . 37 .42 .18 .15 10.17 
Table 6. 
VIRGINIA BEACH GAGE 4/64-10/69 
Average Percentages of Significant Height (columns) versus Period (rows) 
0-1 1-2 2-3 3-4 4-5 5-6 6-7 7-8 8-9 9-10 10-11 11-12 Total 
0- 1.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2. 0- 2. 9 . 03 .15 . 08 0 0 0 0 0 0 
3.0- 3.9 .53 2.68 .94 .13 0 0 0 0 0 
4.0- 4.9 .30 2.10 2.35 .83 .25 ~11 0 0 0 
5.0- 5.9 .38 3.21 3.66 1.61 .58 .38 .03 0 0 
6.0- 6.9 .53 4.22- 2.38 1.09 .81 .56 .28 .08 0 
7. 0- 7. 9 1. 06 5 . 64 2. 43 . 78 . 48 . 38 . 28 . 18 . 11 
8.0- 8.9 1.97 10.56 5.38 .73 .45 .23 .11 .. 11 .13 
9.0- 9.9 1.06 9.88 2.68 .58 .20 .15 .11 0 .15 
10.0-10.9 1.21 5.33 2.27 .56 .28 .01 .15 .03 .03 
11.0-11.9 .53 2.58 .99 .30 .08 0 0 0 0 
12.0-12.9 .51 2.30 1.04 .91 .28 .13 .13 .0 0 
13. 0-13. 9 . 15 . 76 . 30 . 15 . 08 . 08 0 0 0 
14.0-14.9 .18 . 71 .58 .25 .18 .18 .03 .03 0 
15.0-15.9 .08 .08 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
16.0-16.9 0 .11 .05 0 0 0 0 01 0 
Total 8.52 50.30 26.15 7.98 3.67 2.29 1.11 1.09 .41 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
.15 
0 
.03 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
.18 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
.08 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
.08 
0 0 
0 .21 
0 3.92 
0 5.63 
0 9.47 
0 9.42 
0 10.28 
.10 18.03 
0 13.75 
0 8.79 
0 3.95 
0 4. 79 
0 1.37 
0 1.96 
0 .08 
0 .16 
.10 100.00 
Table 7. 
SEASONAL AVERAGE SIGNIFICANT WAVE HEIGHT (H5 ) IN "METERS AND STANDARD ~EVIATION (cr) 
- - - -Hs cr Hs 0' Hs (J Hs cr 
Source Winter 
---
Winter S~!gg _Sp_:J;"_!ng Summer Summer Fall Fall Years 
Ship Obser. 1.23 .85 1.12 .77 .80 .57 1.15 . 76 12/48-12/73 
Ches •. Light lolO .63 1.02 .57 .99 .54 1.24 .66 1/70-12/72 
S:MB Hindcast 1.28 1.10 1.09 .90 1.11 .93 1.07 .94 1/48- 1/50 
CO SOP . 76 .93 .71 .85 . 73 .94 .79 1.03 4/54-12/65 
Va. Beach Gage .70 1.43 .61 1.08 .58 1.15 • 74 1.23 4/64-10/69 
Table 8. 
SEASONAL AVERAGE SIGNIFICANT WAVE PERIOD (T 5 ) AND STANDARD DEVIATION ( cr) 
Ts (J Tg. a Ts 0' Ts cr 
Source Winter Winter SEring SEring Summer Summer Fall Fall Years 
Ship Ob~er. 5.37 1.7 5.21 1.87 5.18 1.44 5.43 1.71 12/48-12/73 
Ches. Light 4.54 .51 4.52 .3 4.56 .54 4.50 .17 1/70-12/72 
SMB Hindcast 10.44 2.92 10.0 2.41 9.56 2.84 9.89 2.96 1/48- 1/50 
COSOP 5.9 .77 5.98 .64 6.01 .70 5.93 .78 4/54-10/65 
Va. Bea,ch Gage 8.2 2.71 7.93 2.39 8.49 2.10 8.80 2.48 4/64-10/69 
Table 9. 
CERC-COAST GUARD COOPERATIVE SURF OBSERVATION PROGRAM 4/54-12/65 
Average·Percentages for Wave 
Heights (rows) by Direction (columns) 
December-March 
North N. East East S. East South S. West Total 
0-1 0 .1 .3 .1 0 0 
-. 5 
1-2 .1 7.5 20.9 7.4 0 0 35.9 
2-3 .06 13.4 17.0 10.0 .2 0 40.66 
3-4 0 8.2 5.0 2.7 .1 0 16.0 
4-5 .05 3.0 1.2 .6 0 0 4.85 
5-6 0 .8 .3 .1 0 0 1.2 
6-7 0 .4 .4 .2 0 0 1.0 
7-8 0 .2 .1 0 0 0 .3 
8-9 0 0 .2 0 0 0 .2 
9-10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
10+ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Total .21 33.6 45.4 21.1 .3 0 100.6 
% ~ 5 feet 0 1.4 1.0 .3 0 0 2.7 
April-May 
0-1 0 .10 .16 .04 0 0 .235 
1-2 0 3.31 18.57 15.69 0 0 37.595 
2-3 0 6.43 18.8 17.74 0 0 42.955 
3-4 0 4.69 5.41 4.96 0 0 15.055 
4-5 0 1.88 1.14 .30 0 0 3.32 
5-6 0 .53 .10 .19 0 0 .67 
6-7 0 .14 0 0 0 0 .14 
7--8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
8-9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
9-10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
10+ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Total 0 17.08 44.18 38.8 0 0 99.34 
% :?: 5 feet 0 .67 .1 .19 0 0 .96 
Table 9. (cont.) 
CERC-COAST GUARD COOPERATIVE SURF OBSERVATION PROGRAM 4/54-12/65 
Average Percentages for Wave 
Heights (rows) by Direction (columns) 
· June-September 
North N. East East S. East South S. West Total 
0-1 0 0 0 .12 0 0 .18 
1-2 0 2.66 17.30 19.18 0 0 3.9 .15 
2 .. 3 0 4.00 16.87 17.92 .03 0 38.81 
3-4 .05 4.07 5.92 5.13 0 0 15.13 
4-5 0 2.11 1.31 .74 0 0 4.16 
5-6 0 1.13 .62 .16 0 0 1.82 
6-7 0 .89 .19 .17 . 0 0 .54 
7-8 0 0 .05 .10 0 0 .12 
8-9 0 0 0 .06 0 0 . 06 
9-10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
10+ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Total • 05 14.2 42.32 43.43 . 03 0 100.03 
% ~ 5 feet 0 2.02 .86 .49 0 0 2.6 
October-November 
0-1 0 0 .02 .24 .11 0 .38 
1-2 0 .05 6.83 17.56 7.19 0 31.63 
2-3 0 .02 12.11 19.01 9.53 .03 40.71 
3-4 0 0 9.13 6.79 3.05 0 18.98 
4-5 0 0 3.07 1.48 .9 0 5.45 
5-6 0 0 1.04 .67 .12 0 1.83 
6-7 0 . 05 .81 .14 0 0 .99 
7-8 0 0 0 .02 0 0 . 03 
8-9 0 0 .03 0 0 0 .02 
9-10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
10+ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Total 0 .12 33.03 45.91 20.9J. .03 100.0 
% ~ 5 feet 0 .05 1.88 .83 .12 0 2.87 
Table 10. 
qiESAPEAKE LIGHTSHIP 1/70-12/72 
Seasonal Average Percentages for Significant 
Wave Heights (rows) by Direction (col~~s) 
December-March 
345°-15° 15°-45° 45°-75° 75°-105° 105°-135° 135°-165° 165°-195° Total 
---- ---
< 1 3.1 5.6 3.6 2.2 3.1 3.6 4.9 26.1 
1-1.5 3.7 7.0 6.6 3.9 4.5 5.4 4.7 35.8 
2-2.5 .8 1.2 . 7 .4 .2 .5 .2 4.0 
3-3.5 .1 .2 .2 .2 .1 0 .1 .9 
4-5.5- .1 0 0 0 0 0 0 .. 1 
6-7.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
8-9.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
> 9.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Total 7.8 13.9 11.0 6.7 7.8 9.5 9.9 66.9 
% ~ 3 meters .2 .2 .2 .2 .1 0 .1 1.0 
April-May 
< 1 3.5 2.4 2.5 4.2 4.6 7.4 6.7 31.3 
1-1.5 3.7 7.1 5.1 9.6 6.1 11.1 3.5 46.2 
2-2.5 0 .3 .5 .3 . 7 .2 .2 2.2 
3-3.5 .3 1.3 0 0 0 0 0 1.6 
4-5.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
6-7.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
8-9.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
>. 9.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
· Total 7.6 11.1 8.1 14.2 11.3 18.7 10.5 81.3 
% ~ 3 meters .3 1.3 0 0 0 0 0 1.6 
Table 10. (cont~) 
CHESAPEAKE LIGHTSHIP 1/70-12/72 
Seasonal Average Percentages for Significant 
Wave Heights (rows) by Direction (columns) 
June-September 
345°-15° 15°-45° 45°-75° 75°-105° 105°-135° 135°-165° 165°--195° Total 
------
< 1 .7 3.8 4.1 5.9 9.5 8.7 5.6 38.3 
1-1.5 4.0 6.9 4.0 8.0 9.0 9.2 5.5 46.6 
2-2.5 .3 1.1 1.4 .5 .1 .5 .5 4.4 
3-3.5 0 .1 .1 .5 0 .1 .1 .9 
4-5.5 .1 0 0 0 .1 0 0 .2 
6-7.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
8-9.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
> 9.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Total 5.1 11.8 9.5 14.9 18.6 18.5 11.6 90.4 
% ~ 3 meters .1 .1 .1 .5 0 .1 .1 1.1 
October-November 
< 1 1.4 5.1 2.8 2.6 3.6 4.0 2.2 21.7 
1-1.5 4.0 9.8 9.8 10.2 7.5 4.6 2.1 48.0 
2-2.5 1.4 2.6 2.5 1.8 1.4 .3 .6 10.6 
3-3.5 0 .8 .3 .6 0 .1 0 1.8 
4-5.5 0 0 0 .1 0 0 0 .1 
6-7.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
8-9.5 0 0 0 0 -o 0 0 0 
> 9.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Total 6.8 18.4 15.4 15.4 12.4 9.0 4.8 82.2 
% ~ 3 meters 0 .8 .3 . 7 0 .1 0 1.9 
Table 11. 
SHIP OBSERVATIONS 12/48-12/72 
Seasonal Average Percentages for Significant 
Wave Heights (rows) by Direction (columns) 
December-March 
345°-15° 15°-45° 45°-75° 75°-105° 105°-135° 135°-165° 165°-195° Total 
< 1 3.4 3.4 2.7 2.0 1 .. 6 2.5 2.6 18 ... 2 
1-1.5 6 .. 1 4.8 4.4 2. 9. 1... 7 2·. 7 3.5 26 .• 1 . 
2-2.5 1.8 1.2 1.8 .. 4 .3 .5 .6 6~6 
3-3.5 .4 .3 .4 .1 .05 .2 .2 1.65 
4-5.5 .05 .1 .2 . 05 0 0 .05 .45 
6-7.5 0 .1 0 0 0 0 0 .1 
8-9.5 0 . 05 .05 0 0 0 0 .1 
> 9.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Total 11.7 9.8 9.5 5.3 3.6 5.8 6.9 53.2 
% ~ 3 meters .45 .55 .65 .15 .05 .2 .25 2.3 
April-Ivlay 
< 1 2.4 2.5 3.4 3.4 2.6 4.9 5.7 24.9 
1-1.5 4.0 5.3 4.6 5.2 2.1 5.6 4.6 31.4 
2-2.5 1.0 .9 .6 .5 .3 .4 .7 4.49 
3-3.5 .3 .4 .1 .1 . 05 .1 . 05 1..1 
4-5.5 0 0 0 .05 0 0 .1 .2 
6-7.5 0 .05 0 0 0 0 0 . 05 
8-9.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
> 9.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Total 7.7 9.2 8.8 9.3 5.1 11.0 11.1 62.14 
% ~ 3 ·me,ters .3 .45 .1 .15 .1 .1 .15 1.35 
Table 11. (cont.) 
SHIP OBSERVATIONS 12/48-12/72 
Seasonal Average Percentages for Significant 
Wave Heights (rows) by Direction (columns) 
June-September 
345°-15° 15°-45° 45°-75° 75°-105° 105°-135° 135°-165° 165°-195° Total 
<1 2.2 2.9 3.8 3.9 3.6 6.2 6.7 29.3 
1-1.5 2.7 3.7 5.4 3.7 3.1 5.2 5.0 28.8 
2-2.5 .4 1.0 1.1 .4 .4 .4 .4 4.1 
3-3.5 .1 .2 .3 .2 . 05 .1 .05 1.1 
4-5.5 .1 .1 .05 .05 .05 0 0 .35 
6-7.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
8-9.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
> 9.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Total 5.6 7.9 10.6 8.3 7.1 11.9 12.3 63.65 
% ~ 3 meters .2 .3 .35 .25 .1 .1 • 05 1.45 
October-November 
< 1 3.1 3.1 3.1 2.8 2.1 3.3 2.9 20.4 
1-1.5 6.0 5.2 5.4 4.3 3.0 2.6 2.2 28.7 
2-2.5 1.7 1.7 1.3 . 7 .4 .4 .4 6.6 
3-3.5 .6 . 7 .5 .3 0 .1 .1 2.3 
4-5.5 .1 .2 .1 .1 0 0 . 05 .55 
6-7.5 0 .1 .05 0 0 0 0 .15 
8-9.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
> 9.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Total 11.4 11.1 10.6 8.3 5.5 6.5 5.7 58.7 
% ~ 3 meters .7 .0 .65 .4 0 .1 .15 3.0 
----- ~"---~---------
Table 12. 
SMB HINDCAST 1/48-l~/50 
Seasonal Average Percentages for Significant 
Wave Heights (rows) by Direction (columns) 
December-March 
North NNE NE ENE East ESE SE SSE South Total 
.5-2 0 0 3.86 13.83 10.48 2.34 1.02 .41 .37 32.31 
2-4 0 .12 8.82 14.63 3.08 1.60 1.02 .82 . 20- 30.29 
4-6 0 .29 3.45 5.42 1.35 .90 .61 .52 .08 12.62 
6-8 .04 0 4.18 5.05 .92 .27 .25 .16 .12 10.95 
8-10 0 .53 1.68 2.46 .49 .20 .12 .08 0 5.56 
10-12 0 0 .82 1.68 .33 0 0 0 .29 3.12 
12-14 0 .46 .74 .33 .08 0 0 0 0 1.61 
14-16 0 0 .61 .53 .08 0 0 0 0 1.22 
16-18 0 .04 .25 .16 .04 0 0 0 .04 .49 
18-20 0 0 .33 .16 .12 0 0 0 0 .61 
20-25 0 .08 .37 .08 .04 0 0 0 0 . 57 
25-30 0 .04 .08 .21 0 0 0 0 0 .33 
Total .04 1.56 25.19 44.53 17.01 5.31 3.02 1. 99 1.1 99.68 
% ~ 10 0 .62 3.2 3.15 .69 0 0 0 0 7.66 
feet 
April-May 
.5-2 0 0 7.07 24.08 5.33 .61 0 .92 .10 38.11 
2-4 0 0 4.61 19.26 6.15 1.02 1.02 1.33 .92 34.31 
4-6 0 0 2.15 9.02 1.64 .20 .20 0 .10 13.31 
6-8 0 0 1.13 3.59 .82 0 .10 .10 0 5.74 
8-10 0 .20 1.02 1.43 .40 .10 .20 0 0 3.35 
10-12 0 0 .92 1.22 .20 0 0 0 0 2.34 
12-14 0 0 .72 .82 0 0 0 0 0 1.54 
14-16 0 0 .72 .82 0 0 0 0 0 1.54 
16-18 0 0 .10 0 0 0 0 0 0 .10 
18-20 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
20-25 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
25-30 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Total 0 .20 18.44 59 .4.2 14.54 1.93 1.52 2.35 1.12 100.21 
% ~ 10 0 0 2.46 .2.86 .20 0 0 0 0 5.52 
feet 
Table 12. (cont.) 
SMB HINDCAST 1/48-12/50 
Seasonal Average Percentages for Significant 
Wave Heights (rows) by Direction (columns) 
June-September 
North NNE NE ENE East ESE SE SSE South Total 
.5-2 0 0 13.07 14.45 4.92 1.62 1.56 1.20 .96 37.78 
2-4 0 0 4.86 8.96 5.65 1.74 1.48 1.68 3.37 28.78 
4-6 0 0 3.42 5.03 2.57 1.44 1.50 . 78 .18 14.87 
6-8 0 0 1. 2·o 2.28 1.86 1.08 1.02 .24 .12 7.80 
8-10 0 0 .84 .48 1.08 .84 ·.84 .24 .30 4.62 
10-12 0 0 .54 .60 .54 .72 . 78 .30 0 3.48 
12-14 0 0 .24 .54 .18 .24 .36 0 . 06 1.62 
14-16 0 0 .06 .24 . 06 0 .18 .06 0 .60 
16-18 0 0 . 30 .12 . 06 ~12 .06 0 0 .66 
18-20 0 0 .24 .18 .12 0 .06 0 0 . 60 
20-25 0 0 .24 . 06 .06 .18 0 0 0 .54 
25-30 0 . 06 . 06 .06 0 0 0 o· 0 .18 
Total 0 .06 25.07 33.00 17.05 7.98 7.84 4.50 4.99 101.53 
% ;;::: 10 0 . 06 1.68 1.8 l.02 1.26 1.44 .36 .06 7.68 
feet 
October-November 
.5-2 0 0 7.86 18.28 10.15 2.42 2.08 .40 .27 41.46 
2-4 0 0 5.04 9.94 7.00 2.28 .87 .20 .20 25.53 
4-6 0 .20 2.42 8.26 4.23 1.21 .81 .54 .07 17.74 
6-8 0 0 1.68 4.57 1.41 .20 0 .47 .27 8.60 
8-10 0 0 .94 .67 . 74 .02 0 .07 .07 2.51 
10-12 0 0 .20 .27 .33 .33 0 .07 0 1.20 
12-14 0 0 . 54 .40 .20 .20 0 0 0 1.34 
14-16 0 0 .07 .40 0 .07 0 0 0 .54 
16-18 0 0 .13 .07 0 0 0 0 0 .20 
18-20 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
20-25. 0 0 .42 0 0 0 0 0 0 .42 
25-30 0 0 .20 .20 0 0 0 0 0 .40 
Total 0 .20 . 19.50 43.06 . 24.06 6.73 3 .·76 .. 1.75 .88 99.94 
% ;;::: 10 0 0 1.56 1.14 .53 .. 60 0 .07 .07 3.97 
feet 
Table 13. 
VIRGINIA BEACH GAGE 
Duration (hGurs) of the Highest .3% Waves 
(calculated) (calculated) (calculated) 
9.5 feet Hs 10.5 feet Hs 11.5 feet 
12.2 I Hl/10 13 .4' Hl/10 14.7' 
16.82' H 18 • 6 I Hmax 20.4' max 
Total 
December 0 hours 7.3 hours 0 hours 7.3 hours 
January 24.8 19.3 19.3_ 63.4 
March 6.0 6.0 0 12.0 
May 12.5 0 0 12.5 
October 5.5 0 0 5.5 
Total 48.8 32.6 19.3 100.7 
Total of 100.7 hours of waves between 
9-12 feet Hs out of 32,338 hours of 
record, or .3%. 
Table 14. 
VIRGINIA BEACH GAGE 
Occurence of Extratropical Storms 
During Period of Operation 
Date of WIND WAVE HEIGHT Va. Beach Gage 
Name Storm Surge Speed (mphy---Direction Hs Hl I ~ax Operating (?) 1 0 
1/04/64 2.0' 28 w * ~·· -/( J " 1/12/64 2.5 I 42 E lloQ 14.1 19 .. 5 J 
2/12/64 2. Q I 32 E 10 .. 0 12.8 17.7 J 
1/16/65 4.0' 35 NE 12.1 15.5 21.5 J 
1/22/65 3.0' 36 E 
1/29/66 3 • 5 I 37 E 11.5 14.7 20.4 J 
12/24/66 2 • 3 I 31 NE 6.7 8.6 11.9 J 
2/07/67 2.7' 33 I NE 6.0 7.7 10.7 J 
12/12/67 2. 0' 30 E 1.5 2.0 2.7 J 
12/29/67 2. 0 I 31 w 6.0 7.7 10.7 J 
1/14/68 2. 3' 33 E - 11.0 14.1 19.6 J 
2/08/68 2. 5 I 30 NE 8.5 10 .. 9 15.1 J 
11/10/68 4. 3 I 34 N 8 .. 5 10.9 15.1 J 
11/12/68 2.5 .. 47 NE 9.7 12 .. 4 17.1 J 
3/02/69 6.0' 40 N 10.4 13.3 18 .. 5 J 
11/02/69 2. 5 I 36 NE 12 .. 0 15.4 21.2 J 
Occurence of Tropical Storms 
Duri~g Period of Operation 
Cleo 9/01/64 1.0' 42 ESE 
Dora 9/13/64 3 • 5 I 61 NE 12.5 16.0 22.1 J 
Gladys 9/23/64 2.2' 44 N 8.5 10.9 15.1 J 
Isabell 10/16/64 2 o 5 I 50 NE 9.5 12.2 16.8 J 
Alma 6/13/66 1.0' 40 N 8.0 10.2 14.2 J 
Doria 9/16/67 4.0' 55 N 8.0 10.2 14.2 !; Gladys 10/20/68 1.3' 46 NE 8.5 10.9 15.1 
*Gage was operating but record not available to 
author at this time 
Table 15. 
DECREASE OF COMPUTED WAVE HEIGHTS DUE TO REFRACTION, FRICTION AND SHOALING AT DAM NECK-VIRGINIA BEACH 
(Average of 6-10 Wave Rays from Goldsmith, et al., 1974) 
Water Depths 
20 feet 
30 feet 
T = 8 seconds 
H0 = 6 feet 
Tide = 0 
Northeast 
1.19 1 
1.14 I 
150 feet ("deep" water) 6.0 1 
T = 10 seconds 
H0 = 6 feet 
Tide = 0 
Water Depths Northeast 
20 feet 0. 98 I 
30 feet 0.97 1 
250 feet ("deep" water) 6.0' 
East 
1.57' 
1. 59 I 
6 • 0 I 
East 
1. 9 I 
2.0 1 
6.0' 
Southeast 
2.18 I 
2. 33 I 
6.0' 
Southeast 
1.15 I 
1.18 1 
6.0 1 
Table 16. 
DAILY VOLUNTEER WAVE OBSERVATIONS AVERAGED BY SEASON 
July 1974-Aug. 1976 
Winter Spring Sunnner Fall Total 
iff: obs. 
T H Do T H no T H Do T H Do 
39th Street 8.09 1.97 83.44 28 
,.d 
C) 
m 73rd Street 6.54 1.68 94.54 6.66 1.72 89.06 . 168 
J:CI 
co Howard 
•r-1 Johnson s:: 7.71 1.5 100.78 9 
•r-1 
~Hilton Inn 6.54 1.9 90.42 5.34 1.15 90.94 306 
•r-1 
l> 7th St. 10.84 1.93 91.08 ·9.68 2.30 91.40 10.76 2.02 98.04 10.86 2.60 91.68 341 
Dam Neck 8.66 1. 52 91.33 8.6 1.32 91.4 10.50 1. 97 97.52 10.32 2.13 8.55 529 
Sandbt."idge 9.44 1.91 93.33 8.26 2.68 87.13 39 
Beacon Rest. 7.05 1.68 38.56 8.90 1.42 36.27 8.37 2.52 93.43 9.86 1.86 94.5 268 
Back Bay 7.89 1.32 34. 7.53 1.24 48.88 7.87 3.5 84.96 4.36 1.62 27.08 120 
Currituck 
Beach Lt. 8.11 2. 25· 87.78 7. 72 2.22 68.05 74 
North Carolina (Total) 1882 
T = Time (seconds) 
H = Wave Height (feet) (1 ft. - 0.305 m) 
0° = Direction (d~grees; 90° = due east) 
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APPENDIX A. 
COSOP Sample Wave Observer Form 
. 
'· 
------·-· 
,;; StiRF OBSERVATION FORM 
(Instructions on Reverse Side) 
Cooperative Surf Observation Program 
Coast a I Engineering Research Center 
Date Time Period Height 0· Ty lr Pe 
I 2 3 4 5 6 
Year 0400 
0800 
Month 1200 
1600 
Day 2000 
2400 
Month 0400 
0800 
I 200 
Day 1600 
2000 
2400 
Month 0400 
0800 
1200 
Ooy. .1600 
2000 
2400 
CERC 69 
. 21 April 70 
Sheet Number -------
Station []] 
Remarks Observer 
7 8 
• 
--
I 
Signature:----------''--
Commanding Officer 
APPENDIX B. 
·. VIMS-CERC Sample Wave Observer Form 
Return to V. Goldsmith 
VIMS 
Gloucester Pt., Va. 23062 
~MONTH DAY 
SITE 
1 
I 
1 
r 
1
. 
1 NUMBERS j rnrnrn 
SUN rnrnm 
rnrnrn 
MON · rnrnrn 
rnrnrn 
6 7 8 9 10 II 
TUE [0[]][[] 
rnrnrn 
WED 1 rn rn rn 
! rnrnrn 167 891011 
THU rnrnrn 
rnrnrn 
FRI rnrnrn 
rnrnrn 
SAT rnrnm 
WAVE OBSERVATION REPORT 
TIME 
Record time 
usmg the 2 4 hour: 
system. . 
I I I I I 
112113 1'41151 
I I I I I 
I I I I I 
Lilli 
12 13 14 15 
n 111 
I I I I I 
I I I I I 
I I I I I 
ll2ll3ll4( I 
I I I I I 
I I I I I 
I I I I I 
112,13114,151 
RECORD ALL DATA CAREFULLY AND LEGIBLY 
WAVE PERIOD 
Record the time in seconds for 
eleven llll wove crests to J'oss. o sta-
tionary point. If calm recor 0. 
I I I I 
16 17 18 
I I I I 
I I I I 
I I I I 
I I I I 
16 17 :0 
I I I I 
I I I I 
I I I I 
I I I I 
16 17 18 
I I I I 
I I I I 
I I I I 
[OJ 
' 16 17 18 
I I I I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
l 
I 
I 
I 
I 
BREAKER HEIGHT 
Record the best estimate of the signifi-
cant wnve height to the nearest half of a 
foot. 
rn.o 
19 20 21 
DJ.D 
DJ.D 
DJ.D 
DJ~D 
- .19 20 2.1 
DJ.D 
DJ.D 
DJ.D 
DJ.D 
19 20 21 
rn.o 
DJ.D 
DJ.D 
DJ.D 
19 20 21 
rn.o 
SITE NAME 
OBSERVER 
WAVE ANGLE AT BREAKER 
Record to the nearest degree the direc-
tion the waves are coming from using the 
protractor on the reverse stde. 
UIJ 
22 23 24 
I I I I 
I I I I 
I I i i 
LLlJ 
22 23 24 
LLU 
I I ; l 
nli 
I I I ! 
1 I I I 
22 23 24 
I I I ! 
I I I : 
Wj 
[ill 
22 23 24 
LllJ 
! 
I 
i 
I 
WAVE TYPE 
0-Calm 
I -Spilling 
2- Plunging 
3- Surging 
4- Spilling /Piung:ng 
5 - Collapsing 
0 
D 
D 
0 
n 
;__j 25 
D 
!l 
I 
LJ 
D 
0 25 
D 
D 
D 
D 25 
D 
SPILLING 
• .§:til-__ _ ~ 
PLUNGING ~. 
_.§:t/_h.___ . c_::::__ 
_ _5:t/b_ __ 
SURGING 
OCEAN 
t 
80 90 100 
10 170 
o E '" ~~------SHORELINE =--"' =3 180 0 
OBSERVER 
NOTE: If o pier is used for on observation platform: place 0-180 line on the 
roil parallel to the centerline of the pier, site along the crest of the 
breaking waves and record the angle observed. 
·' 
\ 
2 3 . 4 
\ ! I 
. If no VJO'Jes 
fill in zero 60o • 
« ff_l -~~-=~~~---------
st I. /./' () 10re me Observer 
Figure I. 'NAVE DIRECTION . CODE FOR WI-\VES AT BRE.D.l<ING l 
. , 
~· 
0 3 Plunging 
~ 
4 
Plunge- .Spillin.g 
~~.___ 
2 5 
- Spilling 
Figure 2. BREAI<ER TYPE NUMBERS 
APPENDIX C. 
Time of Operation of Virginia Beach Gage 
I 
i 
---JJ 
l_,J 
-; . 
-' ~" 
r- -~---- ---.._ / t \ ! . \-, 
,-
c~ orm 174-74 
.18 Nar 7lf 
COASTAL ENGINEERING R _.i:H CENTER UAVE GAGE HISTORY , ___ 
1 
COORDINATES: N 36° 51' w 75° 58' LOCATION:l5th St. Fishing Pier, Virginia Beach, Virginia 
Beginning 
of Proper 
Type of Gage !Operation 
Step Resistance 113 Oct 62 
(SR) Staff -
End of 
Proper 
Operation! Explanation 
26 Nov 62 !Gage and part of pier 
destroyed by storm 
Gage ~ Gage Length Range_ 
(feet) ( ft fvJSL) 
25 
P.?.rallel Type 
SR Staff - Relay 12 Mar 63 
Type 
SR Staff- Relayl29 Nov 65 
Type 
. 
srr Staff- Relayl3 Nov 66 
Type 
17 Jan 65 !Gage and part of pier 
destroyed by storm 
25 
20 Sep ~6 ·!Gage temporarily removed 125 
during pier repair 
31 Mar 70 !Recorder house vandalizedl25 
22 Apr 70 126 Mar 71 !Gage_destroyed by storm-
not replaced 
\ _, 
. ' 
-.:::::.• 
l . ·I I - I ~--'----
-- _,. 
\~ater Distunce p 
Depth fl~om SCtl'.·:ard Le 
( ft f'iSL) end of pier (f 
U!. 60 (on N. side ;:86~ 
of pier) 
18 " 80! 
20 12 (on N. side 19m 
of pier) I 
I 
20 I" 1901 
APPENDIX D. 
Virginia Beach Gage-Monthly Summaries 
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a,<s 1o.oo 
3 
3 
3 
11 
I!> 
?oSO 
} 
l 
6 
7,50 
3 
.oo 
'lwiO Tor,• 
3 
IO 
0'1 
C7 
'11 
3 'It 
1 
J 
'II 
II~ 
t8S 
!H 
80 
lt 
IO 
l 
10 
6,so e,z!i· 
(:liH 1 
TOT,< 
I 000 
IOCC· 
'197 
~Q7 
~~3 
~lD 
Ub 
75!1 
bt• 
!ill 
~se 
?.Tl 
~~~ 
!>b 
?u 
IO 
IC 
,Go 
,so 
,oo 
!,CO 
l 0 bU 
i,~b 
1,q, 
~ .! s 
2,1 q 
2.1~ 
1 .~o 
loSS 
1.~8 
I ,39 
,t3 
1.~o 
1.17 
l,bb 
.avF CLI"''11l~'G• ro~ vl~Gl~l& Rt&CHo VlHG!•!A O%$TR!RU'rlN OF 51GM!~!CAN1 ~tlG~l VS PfNIO~ Cl~ O~,~~V&TIO~S DER 1000 08Sl 
571 OpS~~V&T!0~5 suw~A~Y FOR &P~ bU A?R 66 APR 67 APR 68 
Pt~!OO HE!Gt<T (FTl 
ISf.CSl 
cu ... RO« 
o~1 1•2 ;>ol J•ij h5 5•b bo1 7-8 TOT,• TOT,• AVG,o 
.o .. 1,'1 J to no ,oo 
l,O • z,o IOC~ ,oo 
i!,') .. 2,'1 1000 ,oo 
3,0 • loU i 17 z 21 1000 1,'>0 
J,5 • 1,'1 2 lb l i!l 'IH s.sa 
c,o • 4,9 i 2• <t '5 '5 !.& q~a z,zq 
'>,0 .. 5,4 H 7l ta 1 l Ill 9~0 c,Qt 
b,O • b,q l bb 11 17 z 5 132 117 2.22 
7,0 .. 7,1J bl 17 10 to 121 bUb 2ocU 
e,o .. e,tt lb 93 bl 'I z 16Z ~25 t,va 
'1,0 • «1,'1 10 7] 28 'I 5 i! t2t. 102 t,9u 
IOoO •10,9 <! ~8 H z '19 Zlb 1 ,e<~ 
11,0 •llo'~ c 28 JO :o 2 56 lit 2,?5 
tl,n •12o'l i 21 12 i! 2 39 &I 2,05 
1],0 olloQ q 5 2 II> cl 2,?6 
1a,o •t••'~ J i! 2 7 7 .s,so 
TOT ll QQ SOc 130 ~0 zu 12 i! z z,cq 
CU>I, TOTAl 1000 Q5b ~5~ 121 oo lb 3 z 
COl, AVG, 8,17° ~.!B 7,QI 7,QJ 7o00 Q,]b lit 50 q,c;c t,07 
LVt~AG~ S!G, ~~JGWT • z,o'~ n &•!~AGE WAY~ PE~!OO &,07 S!Cr 
Vl~IA~Cf nr sir., HEIGHT • ,n n sc VA~IANCf OF ~AVE PE~ICD • !.,t.~ uc so• 
Sl&NOARO ~fVJAT!O~ 0~ ~~JGWT a .~3 f1 ST&~DA~O OtYitTIO~ or PERIOD o 2,02 SEC• 
Glb O~SE~YAllO~S SU>I>ILHY fO~ •UY bb ~AY oT HAY b8 
PCRIOO Hf !G"T (FTl 
(5!CS) 
CUH, ~o· 
0•1 1•?. l•l JoQ 0•5 S•b b•T 7•8 &•'I '1•10 10•11 11•12 TOT,• Tt;T,a Av~ ... 
,o .. J,'1 Qb to no ,oo 
l,O o z,o !COO ,oo 
z,s • z,q 2 l lOGO t.~~ 
1,0 Q' s,o 7 ~ '1'17 1,':,0 
l 0 1J .. 1,'1 i? 38 7 50 ~~~0 t.~o 
o,o • ,,q i? 08 29 s i? i! '13 ~~~0 z,o'l 
~.o • ~.~~ 2 ~I lS li! i? '1• tCb z,H &,o • L,Q i TO 10 tn 
' 
a l 10& 751> 2,22 
11 D • 7,'1 19 8Q 01 5 lbl 1>07 I ,10 &,o o ll,'l to Ill 11 2 z lb9 U6b I, T I CJ,o • q,q 17 'It i?b z i 2 z 151 317 t,q] 
IO,o eJI)aQ 14 Ob zo 12 2 5 tOt lbb 2,?1 
II, 0 ~11,'1 I 0 10 s 2 28 56 1,50 
12,0 ol2o'1 i! 1 i! 13 ]0 1.~o 
u,o ~n.<~ 
' 
e 18 t.so 
IG,~ •10,'1 2 ) 10 .~o 
~~.o •t'S,'I 5 !I & .~o 
lb,o •lb,'l c l 3 ,50 
T~IAL 102 5~& i!IU 50 to 7 2 5 5 z 1.e~ 
(IJ~, TOTAL 1000 858 jOO 87 ]b Z2 lA 12 12 7 2 i! 
CCL, AVG, 'lo'!Jl 0 7,b5 7 ••• 1,bO 7,33 s.so 8o'.IO ,oo s,oo 10,50 ,oo q,c;o 1,1Q 
··-~SIG, 1olftt;~ ~ I ;85 1'T· AV!RAG~ wAVE Pt~!OO a 7,19 Ht• 
~AqlA~CE Or SIG, ~ttr.wr u lo52 n so VA~IANCE OF •AV~ PE•tOO a ~.s5 SEC s~· 
STANOAROv~V!AT!ON Or ~t!GMT » 11 21 FT STANDARD DEVIAT!O~ Or PE~ICD a Z,3b s~c· 
RESULTS OBTAINED FRO~ 7•~1NUTE PfN AND ~~~ P.tCORDS TA~E~ oilTH A STEP ~ESISHNCE I!EL&Y 
•lVE GAGf LCCATEO AT 
CALHS AR£ J~IIT~O, 
t5ht ST~HT PIER 
B 
.&v! cL!MAT~Lor.v fOQ vt~GlNl' ~t•c~. il~GI~!A 
o!ST~!SUTICN O• Str.•t•!CAN! "~!G~T VS PE~!On (!N OHSt~VATIONS PER 1000 089) 
Sbn OA~;:RHTto~s su~~&IIV' voR JU" bb JIJ~< b7 
Ptii!OO 
IS(C5l 
,o • ,,q 
ZoO o 2 1 Q 
·lo'S .. 2,9 
},0 • \,4 
J,S " l,q 
o,o o,ca 
5,0 • 5,q 
&,0 • 6,1'1 
1,0 " 1,ca A,o • l',q 
q,o ., CJ,Q 
to,n •t~.q 
II ,o all,'l 
!Zo~ •l~,q 
lloO •ll,q 
14o0 •l4,<'l 
TOTAL 
cu•, TOTAL 
t0L 1 &vG, 
!l 
1000 
8oOI• 
" \b 2R 
28 
bU 
lb7 
l~l 
214 
2& 
e 
l 
b 
e 
.7H 
917 
~.II 
J 
b 
19 
II 
2Z 
17 
17 
l 
HllGHT IH) 
lb 
,oo 
l 
3 
I> 
I> 
II 
31 
7o00 
I> 
8 
'" I 'I 7,10 
IG 
39 
ll 
'D 
3 92 
ZH 
l 72S 
i!l'4 
H 
ll 
b 
e 
& 
CUM, 
TOTo• 
1000 
1060 
IOOD 
1oor. 
Ci8b 
'IU1 
'110 
6~1 
7t9 
!ilb 
lll 
61 
3l 
lZ 
n 
~ 
AVtRAG~ WAV~ PE~IOO • 7,QQ 5£C• 
.. 
... 
.. 
•:: 
... 
,c:: 
1.'>' 
t,e' 
lo lb 
Z,bi! 
1,:!7 
t,t.2 
1.~: 
"~ l l,;'; 
t.=~ 
1,0 
: • ~r 
loH 
AVER&Cl S!&, ~E!G~T n lo7Z 'T 
V&RII~C! O• 5!G 1 ~"!GHT ~ loZ~ FT SQ 
STA~O&QO OFV!ATIO• UJ ~tiGhT c loiU FT 
VAQIA~CE OF ~AVl PlR!On • 1,t9 ~tC ~=; 
STAND!RD DfV!AT!O~ OF PERIOD I 1 1 ·~ St:• 
451 Ot'St~V.IT!O•S SU"~ARY FO~ JUL bU JllL &o JllL 67 
PfP!Oil 
IHCS) 
,o. 1,~ 
c,o 0 c,u 
c.s .. c,ca 
l. 0 ., 3, Q 
3,5 • 3,'1 
"•0 • o,q 
'5o0 • '> 0 '1 
~.o a &,Q 
leO • 7 1 9 
~.o • ft,c 
qaO • q,c; 
10,0 •10 0 9 
11,0 •11,'1 
IZ,o •12,9 
lloO •!1 0 '1 
l"'eO •1Q 0 q 
15oO •15 0 '1 
lb,o •lb,'~ 
TOTAL 
t~W., TCT AI. 
, .. , w 
' 7 18 
2 ?2 
lb 73 
40 1'17 
H 1~2 
II hZ 
Z II 
u T 
2 II 
2 ' 
2 
Ill M5 
10~0 ER7 
p?'ze·es' 
D 
Q 
9 
lb 
II 
"' 3d 
H 
IS 
• l 
4 
" II 
1 
7 
Q 
z 
AV[P.AGE 5lr., "l!G~T ~ 1 1 8~ tT 
VAQ!A'Cf OF S!G, ~~IG•T • loll fT SQ 
STA•o•~~ o~viATto~ c• w~IG•T • t.o~ ~~ 
II 
7 
Q 
Q 
7 
7o50 
TOT,• 
q 
ll 
i!O 
GO 
1>7 
1~1 
29~ 
2'57 
6'1 
18 
13 
15 
20 
2 
CUk 1 
TC1 1 • 
ICCO 
IC~O 
I tOO 
1000 
99b 
9SU 
9bS 
qz~ 
!S~ 
707 
Ul2 
~~~ 
6T 
Q9 
lS 
i'Z 
2 
l 
&V~RAGE WAVl PERIOD • H,bQ !tC• 
RO" 
AVG 1 ~ 
,oo 
,oo 
,oo 
l,~o 
1,90 
2 1 H 
2,Z& 
J,Ol 
Z,ll 
lob'l 
11 ~I 
11 'JT 
l,b?. 
1,35 
1,33 
2, ot, 
., 00 
l,~o 
1.~~ 
VARIA~t~ Of •AVE Pt~!OO : ;,bl SlC S~• 
ST&~OARO O!VIAT!ON 0' PtR!nO • I,QO IE:• 
R~S~LTS C6TAI•~n FkO• 7•~1-UTl Pl~ &~0 ~~~ Q~C0~D5 TA~~· •lTH A ST£P ~fSISTA~CE ~I.Af 
vAV! GAG~ LOC&T"n AT t5T~ STR~tT PI~R 
C~L~S AR£ O~!TTtO, 
•AVf CL!~ATOLMGY FOQ V!RGl~!A ~lAC~• V!WG!~l& 
D!8TR!SUT!O~ 01 !lG~li!CA~T k!!GkT ~S PE"lOO (1~ O~SlR~AllO~S P!P 1000 OSSl 
oa& OSStRV&T!C~S SU~k&RY FOil aur. bU AUG 66 AUG 67 
PtR!OO "'tlGMT (fT) 
CSFC!) 
cu .. , HO• 
0•1 1~2 Z•l joij Gt>5 TOT,• TOT,• &VG,t 
0 0 a 1,'1 II> IO~D ,oo 
z,o o 1. 1 0 1000 ,oo 
2,5 • z,q 1000 ,o 0 
l,O • J,a Q z 7 1000 lo&l 
3,S • 3,<1 Q 5 qq 2,50 
a,o c a,q 2 !I 9 29 '18'1 z.tq 
5,0 • S,CI q 21 u q 2 ~~ q~q z,oz 
f>tO • &,'1 1~ .. ~ u 7 ICQ <102 I,S2 
7,0 • 7 ,q 5~ B II II lbl 7'11\ I, 37 
e,o • e,q 67 \?9 27 2 i)Q b37 l,}q 
'1,0 • Q,q IB 107 H II> I uno l,b~ 
10,0 cl0 0 '1 18 az 31 II i! 107 2~3 1,qo 
u,o •11,'1 7 20 22 z 2 su l3b z,oo 
Ji!,O aJ2oQ Q II 7 2 'I l" !2 z,so 
13,0 •13,q u II z Q il Q8 1,80 
!GoO viG 0 '1 i! lb 0 z 25 i!S 1,77 
TOTAL i!Z5 Sib 161 bO 18 1.~3 
Cl.l~<, TOTAL IC~O 775 z~~~ 7e 18 
COL, AVG, ~.as• 8,72 8,'15 ll,o!l IOo75 IJ,7Z 
tHR&GE S!G, ,..E!GMY :r I 1 63 IT AVtiiAGl ~6V~ P(~!O~ ~ 6,72 SEC•· 
Vl~l&~CE o, str., "f.lG•tl e ,79 FT SO v.~u~c~ oF •l~E PtP.l0D o o,C'I StC ~(It 
STANOlRO O!VJATIJ~ CF ~tiGHT • ,e9 rr STA~DLRO O~~I•TION DF Ptf:ICO c 2,?1 st c• 
281 08SE~YA TIO~S SUH~A~Y POR SEP b~ SEr b7 
P~RIOO a-.E!GHT UT) 
CSECSI 
CU><o RO" 
Ovl 1•2 l•l 3•0 G•5 5 .. 6 b•1 7•8 e.q tor.• TOT,• AVG,, 
,o " 1,0 II Q Q 1000 l.~o 
2,0 • 2,G ~Qb ,oc 
20 5 e 2,9 'l'lb .\\0 l,o • 3 1 a Q II 7 u '196 t,c7 
l,S " s, q 1 1 JQ ~15 2,00 
e,o ., o,o ;>8 II 7 0 ~0 'lbO 2,1.1 
o;,o ~ 5,'1 lb IU 25 II Q 90 '110 2,7~ 
b,O " e.,ta Q 21 7 21 16 II 7 '10 t2o l,So 
,,o .. 7,9 28 21 I~ IG lO tu u II 'I no l,bl 
s,o 0 8,9 It Qb 18 25 II Q Q lb'l ~I?. 2 1 ?Y 
11,0 • q,q 25 125 7 IG Q 0 Q 183 QUi! 1,79 
to,o "10,1l 18 bB II Q 101 2!>'1 I,!>C 
u,o •11,'1 18 3b IG 10 7 90 I~& 2,0? 
IZ,o •12,9 Q 18 1 a !b b& 2,co 
DiU ll,o •D,'I ll II II li! li! t.~o :s:ac =+9' ('ItA !2.8 !55 71 36 28 0 1 2,Jb 
cu~, TCHL 1000 807 •o9 ?~I JUb 75 39 II 1 
COL, AVG, l~ol£• ~.b1 7,97 7,97 7,7o 7,30 ~oil 7,~0 ~.oo &1 08 
AV~RlGt SlG, ~EI~"T • Z0 3b JT AVEPLG~ ioAVt PE~!Cn ~ r.,S! MC• ~AqlA~CE OF SlG, ~~:G~T : 2,q2 IT sa VAR!l~CC Of ~•Vl Pf•lOO • S,81 S£C ~7• 
Sla~o~~O O~VIAT!O~ 0' ~EIGHT • le~b FT STA~DARO Cf~llTia• C, Pf~lCO ; 2,UI S!C• 
RESULTS ~6TAI'E0 FP0" 7•~l~UTl P~' A~O ~~~ R!CO~OS TAKt~ "'ITH A SI[P Rf.SlSHo.t.t QfLAY 
4 AVE GAG! LCCAI~O AT I~TH SHHT PltR 
C•L•S ARC o~!TT.O, 
•AVE CLI•&TO~~GY ~oq VING!~IA ~t&Cko V!P~!~Il 
D!STIIIBVTIO~ 0~ SI~~I~IC&'I ht!Gkf VS PfRIOO CIH OUSERYATIO~S PtR 1000 085) 
300 O~SF~VATIO~S SU"•&QY YOH "C T ba OCT 67 
PlQIOO "'EIGHT lfTl 
(SfCS) 
cu~, P.(l• 
0•1 1•i! i!•l 3•U Go5 !>•b b•1 7o8 So 'I '1•10 1()1 '. TOT,• 6VG,o 
,o • 1,'1 l 1000 ,oo 
z.o • 2,0 1000 ,oo 
2,9 • Z,'l 1000 ,oo 
J,O • :s,a :s 3 1000 l.~o 
} 0 5 o },'1 (tfiT ,oo 
a,o • Q1 C1 7 7 13 '1'17 z,oo 
5,0 • S,Q i!l i!7 10 7 1>7 '183 2,~0 
tJ,O .. e,,q i!T H 30 !o I D pu 'lib .!,2D 
1,0 • 7,'1 $7 Z! ID 7 j 3 117 763 z.s~ 
8,0 a e,Q 10 87 "3 l I 0 3 lbl blob 2,12 
'1,0 • q,q JO 100 i!O 10 7 11>7 SCJS I ,~6 
lOoO •10,'1 7 b3 i!O 7 13 3 11a 3!8 2,20 
I leO o llo'l 17 50 ll J 3 .s '10 i!.2a lo'll 
12.0 •12,'1 7 37 17 7 3 70 J]Q 2,02 p,o •llo'~ IJ 7 3 i!J bU z,o1 
1a,o •IQ,'l 3 lO 3 37 GO 1 I 5~ 
15,0 •IS,Q 3 3 3 1,!>0 
IOTA~ 77 5!0 217 r,] 77 zo 7 3 l 3 z,zz 
CUM 1 TOTA~ 1000 'li!J "!l 1'17 II! 37 17 I 0 7 3 
co~, HG, I t)f ~ 1° 'l,bO e,~e e,zz 1,'1] S,OD '1,5D 7,~0 llo50 7,!>0 Q,J!) 
AVERAG! SIG, •f!GI<T s z,u n AVHAG~ WAVE PFIIIl'~ J ~·.1s ~!C• 
VAR!d~CE OF Sl,, ~liG~T • 1o7A rT SO VARIANCE 0~ •AVt FE~IDD • s, 11 s~c so• 
STANOtRO OFV!ATIO~ OF ~~IG"T £ loll n STA~O&P.O C~VI•TIO~ CF rf~IOO • c1 0G CH• 
'5Zb OSSFRV&TIO"S SUH~AijY FO~ t,OV bQ 1101 66 MV b7 
P!q!OO Wf IGHT lrT) 
UECS) 
CUM, PO• 
0•1 1•2 i!•l 3·~ hS ~~b b•1 7•& ~-9 TOTo• TOT,o AVG,c 
,o ~ 1,9 17 I COD .~=-z,o • i!,G lOGO ,co 
2,'5 0 2,9 1000 ,oo 
3,0 • 3,4 4 2 .. lOCO .~3 
J,S ~ J,Q i! 8 2 1?. qqt! 1,50 
4,0 • 11,9 10 lb 21 II i! e1 983 ?,0~ 
5,0 • 11,9 ll l8 30 !Q Q li!Z qo1 2' ll 
b,O I!J 6,9 II co 2J II ll 10 2 II?. 77'1 Z,bO 
7,0 • 7,'1 B 3i 3l ID b Q 2 9, 1>1·7 <.~o 
8,0 " R1 CJ 17 u 27 b 116 573 1,73 
'1,0 e q,q J~ qq 30 2 lbb Q~~ 1,~2 
I 0, 0 •I~.Q 17 H lli 1 0 IZD ze~ I, 73 
11,0 •lie 'I '55 I 'I Q 8J lbl I, Q7 
li!,e •12,'1 ~ i''> ll z QQ 77 It 86 p,o •13,'1 b 2 2 IQ 33 2,7'1 
1u,o •JU,'I i. 13 z 2 I 'I I 'I I, 70 
TOTAL 137 0'1? 232 78 uz II b 2 I ,'I~ 
cu~. TOTAL tODD tb3 371 I \'1 bl I 'I 8 i! l 
co ... AVG, e.tJ• 8,'10 ~.H 6,74 0 .~I b,l7 1' 17 ,oo 7,'50 &,ou 
AVERAGE SIG, ~<HG><I a l,'lo n &VERAG! wAVl P[R!OO • 8,UQ SIC• 
QI .. qxr:rrc; s .... , LIFT s; I ,Zb JT SQ VAQI&~CE N ""v~ ?!.R lCD • b,~l £tr sa" 
STA~OARO OfVIATIO~ Of "liGHT • 1.12 FT STA~DARO OtVIATIO• Or PE~!OD c ~.!Jb s:.c• 
RtSULTS DHTA!~lO FRO~ 7o~lhUT~ P!~ A~O ~~~ QECOROS TAKEN •IT11 l STfP RfSlSTA\;~ ~E~l~ 
HAVE r.A~t LCCAT[~ AT I~T• STPEET Pl(R 
0 CAL"S ARE CMITTlO~ 
-·~· tLI'•nnr.r •• '0~ •IW::il'l' BIACNo ~JWGJ~I4 cUTI>IRIIT!!''I M Sl~'~lfJCa~T wElG>'T •s 0 f"'lc~ Cl~ CaS~R•ATir~S PtW ·~~~ D~S) ~o~ oest~~•T1o~s SU"•AQf 'C~ Ol C f>~ IIEC b!o [)(C 6o DEC 61 
Ptlllllt'l .,!IG"T (") 
tHCSl 
cu .. , ROo 
0•1 1•2 Z•l l•O ••S !>•& ... , 7o8 8•'1 hiO 10•11 TOTo• T UT ,o 'v~. • 
.~ . 1,'1 l i! i ICCO ),!JO 
z,o .. z,o '198 ,oo 
l,c; 0 1,'1 C)~~ ,oo ),e. • J,Q i! 13 I!> ~ae lolfl 
3.~ • ),q 3 
"' 
7 ll Q~) lctl 
G,O . a,<l ~ 16 ll 3 e G8 'I~? i/,H .. 
-;,o .. r;.~ 1 H 28 JO 15 'S liT C)~- r, ',. 
6,0 • 
··" 
e 3• Z& p 15 7 s II~ HT z. 71 
7,0 . 7,0 12 lb i!J e 3 J c H &!l z,.n 
t.~ . e,., 10 ~8 l~ e i! 3 i' i! H~ ~(~ ~.t"; 
~.o . ~ . ., CD 101 110 10 i! i! l It? Gh I • r l 
,e,o 1:'10,0 I~ ~" .. .. 7 tz .. )Ol l '7~ 
lit 0 •II·" u ·~ i!O J f,j 16~ .l.t~ til." •sz,o ~ ~8 ·~ 3 51 ~~ s.q~ Jl,O •lltfl ll lO J i! i!t ~~ ?,?~ 
l•.e o-lifoq i! i! u 17 u c,~n 
,s,o •1'5,'1 i! ,nc· 
Jb 1 0 •Jb,'l l l 2 a,~c 
TOH• 10'1 ·~s 2'51 •• so i!O 7 J l i!, 11 
'"'"'· 
TOTAL IC~O ~·I ~ZI> P5 e, Jl Iii· s ., l l 
C :,L t Av:i, e ,1s• !\,77 e.'~~ 7,51 ~.8) 7,0, 7,75 ,oo 6,50 ,no e,so t,S!. 
a'·!PJGt SIG, ... ~ 1 ; .. T • ;> ,13 rT AH ~A C.~ kU! Pft:ton , e. !b ~!C• 
Vl.ll%! ... :_f c~ ~!G, •E:u"T : lo~b ,, sr: valq .t~:l (j~ •l.Vt rlP.! ~!'\ • 7 .ll ~~ ~ :,;.. 
!TA'CAQO OIVf&I!C~ Cf ·~JG>tT a 1.1~ ., !IA~D•'O Cl~IATIO~ CF P>f.I"!C\0 • <!,tl ~tt• 
